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Let Y be a nondefective quadratic space over a function field F of characteristic 
2. Let S be a Dedekind set of spots consisting of almost all spots on F and let o 
be the corresponding ring of integers. If  L is an o lattice on V we let g denote the 
number of classes in the genus of L. We prove that g is finite if dim V > 10 
or if dim V = 8 and o is a principal ideal domain. The finiteness of g is also 
established in all cases where V does not contain a quatemary anisotropic sub- 
space. The number of spinor genera in a genus is also examined and shown 
to be finite in all cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The equivalence of quadratic forms over global fields of characteristic 
not 2 is settled by means of the local equivalence and the local global 
relation which is known as the Hasse-Minkowski theorem. (See [3].) In the 
case where the global field has characteristic 2 the same method has been 
used in the author’s thesis. However the integral equivalence of quadratic 
forms over global fields of characteristic not 2 is considerably more 
involved. The general problem of determining necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the integral equivalence of two quadratic forms over a 
global field of characteristic not 2 remains open although the local question 
has been resolved. The reason for this phenomenon is the absence of a 
definitive local-global relationship. This being the case, it is advantageous 
to introduce the concept of the genus and to study the relationship between 
this object and the class. Such a study is facilitated by the use of an inter- 
mediary, the spionor genus. The reader may find a treatment of the theory 
of the genus and the spinor genus in [3]. 
In this paper we consider the case where the global field has charac- 
*This paper is a portion of the author’s doctoral dissertation submitted to the 
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teristic 2 and the form is nondefective. Of main interest is the question of 
finiteness of class number which we establish, but for three possible 
exceptional cases (Theorem 5.6). These possible exceptions are present 
in dimensions 4, 6 and 8 and occur when the Witt index is minimal 
(equivalently, the ground form is quaternary anisotropic). Because of these 
possible exceptions we must also consider the relationship between the 
spinor genus and the genus. In Theorem 5.12 we show that the number of 
spinor genera in a genus is finite. 
Briefly the method is as follows. We first show that it is possible to 
restrict our attention to norm maximal (or modular) forms. This reduction 
allows us to exploit a nice splitting property of the forms. We then handle 
the 2-dimensional case with a technique similar to that used in [3]. The 
remaining cases are deduced from the 2-dimensional case by decomposing 
the form in a special fasion. 
2. INTEGRAL THEORY OF QUADRATIC FORMS OVER 
ARBITRARY DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
We assume as familiar the general theory of quadratic forms in charac- 
teristic 2 as treated in [2]. Throughout the entire paper “field” will mean 
“field of characteristic 2” and “quadratic space” will mean “nondefective 
quadratic space.” 
The general setting of the paper is the following, V will be a quadratic 
space over the field F, Q and B will be the quadratic form and associated 
bilinear form respectively, o is a Dedekind domain with quotient field 
F and L, K,... are o lattices in V. We refer to Section 8 of [3] for a treatment 
of lattices in quadratic spaces. In this section we give some of the important 
properties of lattices but we assume as familiar the definitions of O(L) 
and O+(L). 
A. Preliminaries 
The restriction of the Dickson invariant D to O(L) has kernel O+(L). 
Thus (O(L) : O+(L)) < 2. We have cls L = cls+ L iff (O(L) : O+(L) = 2. 
If L is a lattice on the space I’ and L = & Li , where B(L, , Lj) = 0 
for i # j then we write L = J& L, . If this is the case we say that L 
has an orthogonal splitting and that the L( are the orthogonal summands 
of L and that Li splits L. 
If L is a binary lattice and L = %X + 23~~ where ‘% and B are fractional 
ideals and where Q(X) = a, Q(y) = c and B(x, y) = b then we write 
L = (dc)a,a in x, y. 
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We write L g (abc)sr,a to signify that L = ‘Xx + 8y in some base 
x, y where Q(x) = II, Q(y) = c and B(x, u) = b. 
If ‘u = 8 in the above we write 
L = (a”~)~ in x, y or L gg (a%)% . 
If L has an orthogonal splitting into binary lattices and L = l.L, Li , 
where Li z (a!~&,,~,, then we write L g I:=l(a~ici)~L[i,B. . 
A lattice L is said to be nondefective if FL is nondefectke. 
The scale of a lattice L, sL, is the o module generated by B(L, L). The 
norm of a lattice L, nL, is the o module generated by Q(L). Clearly sL C nL. 
The scale and norm of a lattice are either 0 or fractional ideals. 
IfL=J_LKthensL=sJ+sKandnL=nJ+nK. 
2.1. Let L be a lattice in the quadratic space V with 
then 
L = ‘u,z, + .‘. + 9&Z, ) 
(1) SL = xi, j 2&2$B(Zi ) zj); 
(2) nL = xi ‘SjzQ(zi) + sL. 
Proof. First, we do the case r = 1. Then L = 2&z, and 
SL = 0 = 2&%1B(z, ) z& 
Clearly nL C 21,zQ(z,). Now write ‘& = 010 + /?o with 01, /3 in 211 then 
azQ(zl) = Q(olzr) E Q(211z1) C n(‘&zl) and /3”Q(z1) E n(BC1zl). But 
2112 = a20 + /I20 by 22.3 of [3] and hence 
%2Q(z,) = (a20 -t- PO> QW C n(%z,). 
Now we assume r > 1. 
The scale equation is a straightforward computation. Now let x E L. 
The x = CL, ~lizi, ai E ‘86 . Hence Q(X) = C ~ll,‘Q(zi) + Ci<j aiajB(Zi, Zj) 
and SO nL Z C 21i2Q(zi) + Ci’<i 2I$I$3(z~, zj). However SL _C nL SO 
Citj ‘21i21jB(zi , zJ C nL. By step (1) 911,2Q(zJ _C nL. Hence 
nL = c (rr,2Q(z,) + c B(zi , zj). 
i id 
Q.E.D. 
2.2. Let K be a nondefective lattice in V. Then there is a lattice L on V 
which is split by K and has the same scafe and norm as K. 
Proof. Since K and V are nondefective V = FK I U. Let J be any 
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lattice on U. Choose 01 E o with o12sJ C SK and o12nJ C nK then L = K I 0rJ 
is the desired lattice. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Let L be a lattice on V. Then there is a base {el ,..., e,,, , fi ,...,, f,} 
for V andfractional ideals ‘X1 , . . . , 21u, B(ei ,fi) = 1, ‘%, 1 ... 2 2I, and 
L = (-3 + Wl) I ... I toe, + KJiJ. 
Moreover sL = ‘?I1 . 
Proof. Shimura [7]. 
Note. A base of the above type is called symplectic. 
If L is a lattice and L = P&x, + ... + 2&.x, , where ‘& are fractional 
ideals we define the volume of L, vL, to be 
S&2 l . . . . 21T2 d(x, ,..., x,), 
where d(x, ,..., x,) is the discriminant of FL in the base {x1 ,..., x,}. This 
definition is meaningful by 81.8 of [3]. In particular if L has the form 
of 2.3, VL = 2X,2 0 .*. . 211,2. 
If L = J 1 K and L is nondefective then vL = VJ l UK. 
2.4. Let L be a nondefective lattice of rank r in V. Then 
VL c (SL)‘. 
Proof. r = 2m. By 2.3 we can write 
L = (w + %fd I ..* I (oe, + %fm>, 
where ‘$lr = sL. Then VL = 2112 l ... l 21m2. Since sL = Yll 1’&, 
i 3 2 we have the result. Q.E.D. 
Using the same method of proof as in [3] one can establish the following 
results: 
If K and L are lattices on the space V and K C L, then the product of the 
invariant factors of Kin L is an integral ideal 2l and we have the relations 
vK = 212vL and %L C K. If KC L then vK C vL. 
If L is on V a volume argument will show that aL = L for u E O(L). 
If L is on V the dual of L, L#, is defined by 
L#={xEV1B(x,L)Co) 
If L = ‘%1x, + ~3. + 5&x, , where {x1 ,..., x,} is a base for V, then 
L# = 9[& + ... + ‘u,ly, ) 
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where { y, ,..., yn} is the dual base of {x1 ,..., x,} on V. Hence L# is a lattice 
on V. 
The following are immediate: 
L## = L, (‘uL)# = ‘WIL# for any fractional idal 2l, vL# = (vL)-l and 
if L = J 1 K then L# = J# 1 K#. 
If L, J and K are on the same space L _C K iff L@ 3_ K# and 
(J + K)# = J# n KS. 
2B. Modular Lattices 
Let L be a lattice in V. Let ‘$I be a fractional ideal. L is called ‘?I modular 
iff SL = 2I and vL = ‘%I’, where r = 2m is the rank of L. If L is % modular 
then L is nondefective. L is called unimodular if L is D modular. 
If L is 2l modular then CUL is a221 modular for any (Y EP and 93L is 
b2% modular for any fractional ideal d. 
If L = J l. K is a nontrivial splitting then L is Cu modular iff J and K 
are ‘8 modular. Nondefective binary lattices L are SL modular. Applying 
these two results and grouping the binary lattices in the splitting of 2.3 
we see that each nondefective lattice L of sL = ‘8 has a splitting 
L=L,I **. I Lt, where Li is 21zi modular and 2I = ‘5X1 r> *.* r) 5!Iut. 
There is another way to approach the theory of modular lattices. This 
approach is unique to the theory of alternating bilinear forms. This 
approach is useful and interesting so we discuss it now. 
Let L be a nondefective lattice in V and let sL = 2X. We say that L is ‘U 
scale maximal if, whenever K 2 L with SK C 9X, we have K = L. It is an 
easy matter to verify that any nondefective space supports an N-scale 
maximal lattice for any fractional ideal 9L In fact, we can say now: if L 
is a nondefective lattice with sL _C ‘8 then by applying 2.3 and replacing 
all the Vii by ‘u we see that L is contained in an %-scale maximal lattice. 
Again using 2.3 it is an easy matter to see that a nondefective lattice L 
is ‘8 modular iff L is %-scale maximal. This proves that any nondefective 
lattice with scale _CrU is contained in an 9I modular lattice on the same 
space. 2.3 can be used to show that o modular lattices are free on a 
symplectic base. 
2.5. Let L be a nondefective lattice in the space V. Then L is ‘% modular 
isf %L” = L. 
Proof. By 2.3 L = (oel + ‘%f;) I... I (oe, + 21zmfm) withB(e, ,fi) = 1, 
%I1 I a.1 > %21, and 2II, = sL. The dual base of {e, , fi ,..., em, fm} is 
ifi , el ,...,fm , em}. Thus Lx = (ofi + %;‘e,) I ... 1 (ofm + %;‘e,,J. The 
rest of the proof is a straightforward computation. Q.E.D. 
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2.5(a). If L is ‘8 modular L = {x E FL 1 B(x, L) C %}. Thus L is uni- 
modular ifL = L+. 
2.6. Let L be a nondefective lattice in the space V. Suppose that J is an 
% modular sublattice of L. Then J splits L IX B(J, L) C ‘8. In particular if J 
is an ‘U modular sublattice oj’L where sL = !2l then Jsplits L. 
Proof. The proof of 82.15 in [3] will go through. Q.E.D. 
We have previously illustrated that all nondefective lattices admit a 
splitting into modular sublattices. However, the proof of 2.3 will show that 
such a splitting is highly existential in nature, and thus sheds little light on 
the summands. The next result eliminates this problem in the modular 
case. The reader will note that this result is similar to a result for modular 
lattices in the case that the characteristic is not 2. However, our result is 
true for any vector in L and not just the isotropic vectors in L. The reason 
for the difference is that the notions of modularity and orthogonal 
splittings depend only on the bilinear form of the underlying space. In 
our case B(x, X) = 0 for any vector. In the theory in characteristic not 2, 
B(x, x) = 0 is equivalent to Q(x) = 0, i.e., if x f 0 then x is isotropic. 
This illustrates a fundamental difference between the theories. This 
difference seems to be advantageous. 
2.7. Let L be an %-modular lattice. Let x E L then there is a binary 
lattice J which splits L and which contains x. 
Proof. By 81.3 of [3] x is in a base X for FL which is adapted to L. 
Say L = Bx + .... Clearly 8 > o since x E L. By Section 2A 
L# = !ply + .-., 
where y is the first element in the base dual to X. 
Since L is 2I modular ‘%L# = L and hence ‘%2Vy Z L. Thus 
J = bx + ‘%2Vy is sublattice of L and x E J. Since J is 2l modular, J 
splits L. Q.E.D. 
2.7(a). Let L be ‘3 modular. The L = I:=, Li where the Li are binary 
%-modular sublattices of L and L1 may be chosen to contain any vector x 
in L. Moreover, if v is the Witt index of FL then the first v qf these lattices 
may be chosen to be on hyperbolic planes. 
Proof. If x is isotropic in FL then CLX E L for some nonzero o( in o. 
Now apply 2.7 repeatedly. Q.E.D. 
If lattices are studied over principal ideal domains the notion of 
modularity is often defined by the use of maximal vectors. For example 
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see [5] or [6]. The next result will show that our definition is equivalent to 
the one using maximal vectors in the case when o is a principal ideal 
domain. 
2.8. Suppose that o is a principal ideal domain. Then a nonzero non- 
defective lattice in the quadratic space V is % modular lxB(x, L) = Q,for 
every maximal vector x in L. 
Proof. If x is a maximal vector in L and L is ‘?l modular then L is split 
by J = ox + %y. Hence B(x, L) = 9l. Now suppose that B(x, L) = 2l 
for every maximal vector x. By 2.3 we may write 
L = (eel + 211fl) + **. + (oe, + 2Lfd. 
Since the e6 are maximal vectors the hypothesis implies 211a = 21 for all i. 
Hence L is 2l modular by an earlier remark. Q.E.D. 
2C. Norm Maximal Lattices 
With the exception of the norm of a lattice all that we have done in this 
section has been dependent only on the bilinear form on V. Now we will 
make use of the quadratic form as well. 
Let L be a lattice on the space V. Let ‘% be a fractional ideal. We say that 
L is ‘%-norm maximal if nL C ‘8 and whenever K > L and K is on V with 
nK _C 81 then K = L. We say that L on V is norm maximal if L is ‘%-norm 
maximal for some 2X. 
If L is %-norm maximal, CY ~fi, and 8 is a fractional ideal then olL is 
&%-norm maximal and ?3L is ba21-norm maximal. 
If L = K 1 J and L is %-norm maximal then K and J are ‘U-norm 
maximal. 
If ‘% is any fractional ideal and V is any nondefective space then there 
is an %-norm maximal lattice on V. In fact, if L is a lattice on V and nL _C ‘$I 
then L C K, where K is %-norm maximal. 
If L is a lattice on the n-dimensional space V and nL C ‘8 for a fractional 
ideal ‘?I then the ideal vL/‘u” is integral; L is ‘%-norm maximal if this ideal 
has no integral square factors. 
If L is 9I modular and nL = SL = 9f then L is ‘%-norm maximal. 
By applying 2.3 we can express any %-norm maximal lattice as the 
orthogonal sum of binary %-norm maximal lattices. In the isotropic case 
we can say more. 
2.9. Let L be an %-norm maximal lattice on the space V. Suppose that 
L contains an isotropic vector x. Then there is a binary lattice J which splits 
L and contains x. Moreover, in this case SJ = nJ = SL = nL = a. 
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Proof: Let b = coefficient of x in L and let C = coefficient of x in 
L# then Z-l23 = 6 by the assumption of norm maximality. 
By 81.3 of [3] there is a base for V which includes x and such that 
L# = ‘u-l& + .‘.. By Section 2A there is a y with B(x, y) = 1 and 
L## = L = a!$--ly + .... 
Hence J = %3x + 21’P1y is a sublattice of L which contains x. 
Now nL C 2I and hence sL C VI. But sJ = PI and J C L so sL = ‘3. 
Thus nL = Iu. Since J is 2I modular J splits L by 2.6. Q.E.D. 
2.10. Let L be a lattice on the hyperbolic plane P. Then L is %-norm 
maximal tj”nL = sL = 21. 
Proof. In light of 2.9 only one way needs proof. Since L is binary it is 
modular, hence 2I modular, hence %-scale maximal and hence 5%norm 
maximal by the relation sL C nL. Q.E.D. 
2.11. Let L be a lattice on the hyperbolic plane P. Suppose that either of 
the two equivalent conditions of 2.10 is satisjied. If Fe1 and Ffl are the iso- 
tropic lines of P then the base e, ,fi is adapted to L. 
Proof. We may assume that B(e, , fi) = 1. Using the notation of 2.9 
and e, = x we see that y = ale, + fi and L = Be, + ‘Lid-l(ole, + f;). 
But ‘2122P2~ C nL = 2I. Hence 21!P101 C 23 thus L = 23e, + %zrS-lf, . 
Q.E.D. 
2.1 l(a). If in addition to the assumption of 2.11 we assume that o is a 
principal ideal domain then e, may be chosen to be a maximal vector. 
If % = 010 then L g (o”O), in e, , cxfl . Conversely any lattice L with such 
a matrix is % = cue-norm maximal. In particular in this situation any two 
olo-norm maximal lattices are isometric. 
2.12. Let L be an ‘U-norm maximal lattice on the hyperbolic space V of 
dimension 2m. Then there is a symplectic base {ei ,h}E1 for V which is 
adapted to L and which consists entirely of isotropic vectors. If m > 1, 
{e,}, 1 < i < m - 1, may be chosen to be maximal and such that L has the 
form 
L = (06 + 2%) -L ... I (oe,-, + WA) I (be, + ~~-Yid. 
If o is a principal ideal domain then e, may be chosen such that e,,, is also 
maximal and hence 23 = o. In this case all %-norm maximal lattices are 
isometric and may be expressed as 
(OW, I ... J- (@% 5 where ao = ?I 
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Proof. By repeated use of 2.9 and 2.11 we may obtain a symplectic 
base consisting entirely of isotropic vectors which is adapted to L. We 
now show that we may modify this base so that the desired vectors are 
maximal. For this purpose we may assume that m = 2 as the case m > 2 
would follow by induction (or iteration). The proof of 2.11 shows that we 
may assume 
L = (d,i, + wqlj,) 1_ (z&i, + ~~3,lj,), 
where B(i, , j,) = 1 and ik andj, are isotropic for k = 1,2. 
By Dedekind ideal theory we may choose h, and A, in F with 
(h,d;’ + h,!13,1) = o. Thus (h,23;1 + Az!&1)-1 = o. But 
(Q3;’ + x,?B~‘)-’ = A;%, n A,%, . 
Now consider h,i, + A,& . Since h,23;’ C o for i = 1,2 we have 
AIiI + X,i, E L. Clearly this vector is isotropic and it is a maximal vector 
by the choice of Xi . Set X,i, + A& = e, . Q.E.D. 
Combining our results we have 
2.13. Let L be an ‘%-norm maximal lattice on the isotropic space V. 
Let v = Witt index of V. Then L has a splitting 
where each summand is %-norm maximal, FHi is a hyperbolic plane 
1 < i < v, and each Hi is also ‘% modular. 
Moreover each Hi has the form 23,e, + (uS;‘h , where B(e< , fJ = 1, 
QW = 0 = Q(.h>. 
Zf v > 1 we can choose the ei andh to also have ‘%Ji = ofor 1 < i < v - 1. 
Zf o is a princeal ideal domain all the ei and A. may be chosen to have 
S3, = 0 (even ifv = 1). 
2D. Scaling and Localization 
The definitions of L” and L, as given in [3] carry over to the case at hand. 
We merely recall a few of the important properties. 
sLa = fx(sL), nL= = ol(nL), 
VL” = d(vL), where r = rank L, 
O(L) = O(L”), O’(L) = o+(L”), 
cls L = cls La, c1s+ L = clsf L”, 
w& = &A 4&J = (&A 
WI, = 4Lp). 
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Thus SL = sK(resp., nL = nK or VL = nK) iff sL+, = sKp at all p ES 
(resp., nL, = nK, and vL, = vKp at all p ES). In particular L is % 
modular (‘%-norm maximal) iff L, is 21z, modular &,-norm maximal) at 
allpESandnL =sLiffnL, =sL,atallpES. 
3. INTEGRAL THEORY OF QUADRATIC FORMS OVER 
LOCAL FIELDS 
In this section V will be a nondefective quadratic space over the local 
field F, L, K... will be a lattices on V, where o is the ring of integers of F. 
Since u is a Dedekind domain we are in the setting of Section 2. As usual u 
will be the units of o, rr will be an arbitrary (but fixed) prime element and 
/ 1 is the valuation on F. Since F will be a local field throughout all of 
Section 3 we will not repeat the phrase ‘F is a local field.’ We denote the 
residue class field of F by F and we let 0 and p be distinct coset represen- 
tatives of F/p(F). 
The primary purpose of this section is to obtain results which will be 
later used in the global integral theory. In particular, in 3.7 and 3.10 we 
we determine 8(0+(L)) for certain types of modular and norm maximal 
lattices and we show that an o-norm maximal lattice on a quaternary 
anisotropic space has scale o. (Here 0 denotes the spinor norm.) 
3A. Norm Maximal Lattices 
3.1. Let V be an anisotropic space and let % be a fractional ideal. !f L 
is an ‘%-norm maximal lattice on V then 
L = {x E V I Q(x) E 2X}. 
In particular all norm-% maximal lattices on V are equal. 
If V is any nondefective space and L and K are ‘%-norm maximal lattices 
on V then 
cls K = cls L. 
Proof. See [5]. 
3.2. Let V be a quadratic space and let L be an o norm maximal lattice 
on V. If dim V > 4 or if V is a hyperbolic plane then SL = O. 
Proof. By 2.9 and the fact that V is isotropic if dim V 3 5 we may 
assume that V is quaternary, anisotropic. 
Thus V G (llp) I Wn-lp) in 6% , fi , e2 , .&I. 
Let K = (eel + ofa I (oe2 + oTf2). 
Then SK = o and nK = o and K CL, where L is an o norm maximal 
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lattice on V thusL = L by 3.1. Clearly sL = o since sK = o and therefore 
nL = 0. Q.E.D. 
3.3 EXAMPLE. We claim that Q(L) = Q(V) n 2l if L is an 2I-norm 
maximal lattice on V. In particular Q(L) = 2I if V is universal. Clearly 
Q(L) C ‘$I n Q(V). Now let (y. E Q(V) n ‘8 and choose x in V with Q(x) = ty. 
and y in V with B(x, y) E 9I and Q(y) E Cu. Let J = ox + 0.~. By 2.2 J 
splits K where K is on V and nJ = nK. Thus nK C 2l. Hence K C E where 
e is % norm maximal on V. Hence 01 E Q(L) by 3.1. 
3B. The Group of Units of a Lattice 
Let L be a lattice on the quadratic space V. Let u be a maximal aniso- 
tropic vector of L (since o is a principal ideal domain every anisotropic 
line contains such a vector). We claim that 
T* E O(L) iff B(u, L)/Q(u) C o. 
Suppose T, E O(L). Then TJL) = L and so 
B(u, x)/Q(u) * u = x + TV E L 
for x E L. But u is maximal so B(u, x)/Q(u) E o. Conversely T,(L) _C L and 
hence T%(L) = L if the condition is satisfied. 
3.4. Let L be a lattice on the quadratic space V. Then O(L) contains an 
orthogonal transvection, (O(L) : O+(L)) = 2 and cls L = clsf L. 
Proof. Only the first part needs proof. Select u EL with ] Q(U)] 
maximal. Then Q(U) e o = nL, u is a maximal vector and 
B(u, L) _C SL C nL = Q(u) . o. 
Hence B(u, L)/Q(u) C o and Tu E O(L). Q.E.D. 
3.5. Let L be an %-norm maximal lattice on an anisotropic space V. 
Then O(L) = O(V). 
Proof. Apply 3.1. Q.E.D. 
We use 19 to denote the spinor norm. The reader is referred to [2] for the 
basic properties of this map. We also use the “relaxed notation” of 
Section 55 in [3]. 
3.6. Let V be a quadratic space with dim V > 4. Then 6(0+(V)) = p. 
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Proof. V is universal. QED. 
3.1. Let L be a norm maximal lattice on the quadratic space V where 
dim V > 4. Then 6(0+(L)) 3 U. 
Proof. We may assume that L is o-norm maximal. If V is anisotropic 
then O+(L) = O+(V) by 3.5. Hence 6(0+(L)) = P by 3.6. If V is isotropic 
then L is split by 
Jg (OlO), in e,,f, . 
Let E E u. Then B(e, + l fi , L) = o and Q(el + &) = E. Hence 
~e~+,f, E O(L). But ‘4~e,+,~J = E. Q.E.D. 
3C. Modular Lattices 
If L is a lattice in the quadratic space V the norm group, gL, is the 
additive subgroup of F generated by 
CQ(x> I x E G. 
Clearly SL _C gL C nL and nL is the o module generated by gL. 
We will not use this group per se and hence will not give a detailed 
study. Such may be found in [5] and [6]. In [6] the reader will find the 
proofs of the following: 
3.8. (1) If L is a modular lattice on the quadratic space V and 
dim V > 4 then gL = Q(L). 
(2) If L and K are modular lattices on the quadratic space V then 
L E cls K iff gL = gK. Thus if dim V > 4, L E cls K, zfl Q(L) = Q(K). 
(3) Let L and K be lattices on the quadratic space V. Suppose 
L = L, I H1 and K = K1 1 Hz when Hi are %-modular lattices on hyper- 
bolic planes and H1 E Hz (equivalently gH, = gH,). If L z K then 
L, g K1 . 
3.9. Let L be a unimodular lattice on the quadratic space V. If P # F, 
then O(L) is generated by orthogonal transvections on L. If F = F, and L is 
not of the form 
H -L H, H -L M, H-!-HIM, 
where M is a binary unimodular lattice which does not represent a unit and 
where H z (Oq), then O(L) is generated by orthogonal transvections on L. 
If F = F, and L is one of these three types then the group generated by the 
orthogonal transvections on L has index 2 in O(L). 
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Proof. Pollak [4]. 
3.10. (1) If L is a modular lattice on the quadratic space V and 
dim V > 4 then 
&o+(L)) 2 u. 
(2) If in addition nL = SL = o and L is not one of the exceptional 
types of 3.9 when F = F, then 
&o+(L)) = u. 
(3) if dim V = 2 and nL = SL then 
8(0+(L)) C ll. 
Proof. (1) By scaling the space if necessary we may assume that L 
is unimodular. Let E E u. By 3.8 (1) and the relation SL C gL we may choose 
x E L with Q(X) = E. Choose y E Fx with y a maximal vector. Say y = OLX. 
Since y is maximal 01-l f o and B( y, L) = o. Hence Bf y, L)/Q( y) C o and 
so 7y o O(L). Since 7y = T, , T, E O(L). Thus 0(0+(L)) 1 u. 
(2) Let 7y E O(L). We may assume that y is maximal anisotropic. 
By 3.9 it is enough to show In E u. Since 7y E O(L) we have 
B(y, L)/Q(y) C o. Since y is maximal we have o C Q(y) o. But nL = o. 
Hence Q(y) E u. This and (1) proves (2). 
(3) In this case L is unimodular and O(L) is generated by orthogonal 
transvections on L by 3.9. Thus the method of proof given above will 
work. Q.E.D. 
4. INTEGRAL THEORY OF QUADRATIC FORMS OVER 
FUNCTION FIELDS 
We conclude this paper by introducing the genus and the spinor genus 
of a nondefective lattice on the quadratic space V over a function field F 
and by studying the relation between these two objects and the class. The 
setting of this section is as follows: in Section 4A, V will be an 
n-dimensional vector space over the valuated field F or V will be a non- 
defective quadratic space over such a field. In the remainder of the paper V 
will be a nondefective quadratic space over a function field F and S will 
be a Dedekind set of spots which consists of almost all spots on F. We 
let o be the ring of integers o(S) and u the group of units u(S). We let 
sZ(F) or Sz denote the set of nontrivial spots on F, I I r will be the normalized 
valuation on Fp at the spot p in 9. 
64x/4/2-7 
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4A. The Orthogonal Groups over Valuated Fields 
Let x1 ,..., x, be a base for V, V as explained above. The norms 11 I],, 
which will be defined are defined with respect to this base unless otherwise 
stated. Our treatment parallels [3] and hence only definitions, not their 
consequences, are given. 
Let 01 E V, 01 = C%, cyixi cyI E F. 
The norm of 01 is defined by 
If u E L+(V) the norm of u is defined by 
II 0 Ilp = yx I aij lp = mfx II w Ilp, 
where 
72 
uxj = 1 %jXi c+~ E F. 
i=l 
These definitions induce metric topologies on V and LF( V), respectively. 
With these topologies and the usual operations on V and L,(V) these 
objects are topological vector spaces over the topological field F. Moreover 
LF(V) is a topological ring. 
If Xl’,..., xn’ is another base for V and norms are defined with respect 
to this base we have 
and 
where xi’ = Cc aijxi and xi = xi biixi’. 
Now we assume that V is a nondefective quadratic space and F is a 
valuated field. 
4.1. EXAMPLE. Let & denote the set of anisotropic vectors of V. Then 
z? is an open subset of V and if u E zz? the map from JY into O(V) given by 
u -+ 7, 
is continuous. 
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4.2. EXAMPLE. Suppose that Fis a local field. Let M = ox1 + .*- + ox, . 
The proofs of 101.4 in [3] may be used to prove the following. 
(1) u E O(M) iff 11 u /IP = I. In particular the set of isometries with 
norm 1 is a group. 
(2) Let L be a second lattice on V. Then OL = L if u is close enough 
to 1”. 
(3) Let K be a third lattice on V and suppose AL = K. Then aL = K 
if u is close enough to h. 
4B. The Orthogonal Group over Function Fields 
F is now a function field and V is a nondefective quadratic space over F. 
The product formula and the results of Section 4A show that. 
II ii; = II Ilp at almost all p. 
Let u E LF(V). By considering the effect of u on a base of V there is a 
unique extension of (3 to up E LFp( VP>, * up is called the localization of u 
at p. 
The following are easily verified: O( V)p C 0( VP), and similarly for Of, 
Sz and 0’. 
4.3. CONVENTION. If u E LF(V) then u may also denote uP E LFp(Vp). 
If v E LpF)(Vp) we will save some space if we emphasize its position by 
writing vP . However, unless the context contains a q~ E LF( V) this element 
r~+, will not necessarily be a localization of an element in LF(V). 
4.4. EXAMPLE. Let L be a lattice on V then 
(UL), = upLp . 
In particular O(L,) C O(L,) and O+(L), C O+(L,). 
4.5 (Weak approximation theorem for rotations). Let V be a non- 
defective space over F and T be a finite set of spots of F. Let q’p E 0+( V,,) at 
each p in T and let E > 0. Then there is a u E O+(V) such that 
11 u - tpp I& < e for each p in T. 
Proof. The proof of 101.7 in [3] goes through if the symmetries are 
replaced by orthogonal transvections. Q.E.D. 
4.6. Let V be a nondefective space over F. Then 0(0+(V)) = P if 
dim V 3 4. 
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Proof. V is universal. 
4C. The Genus and the Spinor Genus 
Let L be a lattice on V. The genus of L and the proper genus of L, 
denoted gen L and gen+ L, respectively, are defined as the set of all lattices 
K on V which satisfy the conditions 
K~genLiffKr,~clsLpforallpES. 
K E gen+ L iff Kp E cls+ L, for all p E S. 
Thus gen L = gen K iff cls L, = cls K+, for all p E S and gen+ L = gen+ K 
iff cls+ L, = cls+ K+, for all p E S. 
By 3.4 gen L = gen+ L. 
We say that the lattice L on V is in the same spinor genus as the lattice 
K on V (respectively the same proper spinor genus) if there is a u in O(V) 
[respectively (5 E O+(V)] and a rotation & in 0’( V,) for all p E S such that 
K, = up&L, for all p E S. 
We use spn L and spn+ L for the spinor genus and the proper spinor 
genus of L. 
The set of all lattices on V is partitioned into genera, each genus is 
partitioned into spinor genera and each spinor genus is partitioned into 
classes. The number of classes (proper classes) in gen L is denoted by 
h(L) [h+(L)]. The number of spinor genera (proper spinor genera) in 
gen L is denoted by g(L)[g+(L)]. 0 ur main result in this chapter will 
establish that g and g+ are finite in all cases and that h and h+ are finite in 
all cases except possibly when V is quaternary anisotropic, or of 
dimension 6 or of dimension 8, where D is not a principal ideal domain. 
By Section 2D, each lattice in a given genus has the same volume, scale 
and norm. Hence the term volume (scale or norm) of a genus is 
meaningful. Similarly for class, proper class, spinor genus or proper genus 
since each is contained in a single genus. 
Again, by Section 2D, we see that if a genus contains an ‘&norm 
maximal (‘$I modular) lattice then all lattices in that genus are ‘&norm 
maximal (2I modular). In the case of %-norm maximal lattices we can say 
more since 3.1 and Section 2D tell us that the genus of such a lattice 
consists of all the ‘%-norm maximal lattices on V. In particular all such 
lattices have the same norm, scale and volume. 
4.7. h(L) < h+(L) < 2h(L) and g(L) < g+(L) < 2g(L). Moreover 
g+(L) = 2g(L) if spn L contains 2 proper spinor genera and g+(L) = g(L) 
otherwise. 
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4.8. Let K E gen L and let T be a finite subset of S. Then there is a 
K’ E cls+ K with Kp’ = L, for all p E T. 
Proof. At each p in T there is a yr, E O+(V& with q+,Kp = L, . By 4.2 
and 4.4 and the weak approximation theorem for rotations we may choose 
u E O+(V) with 
(GK)~ = opKp = ypKp = L, Vp E T. 
Let K’ = UK. Q.E.D. 
5. FINITENESS OF CLASS NUMBER 
In this section we investigate the possible finiteness of h. As mentioned 
in the preface we have not succeeded in establishing that h is finite in all 
cases but our answer is substantial, if not complete. In fact given a fixed 
function field F exceptions are possible in only the three dimensions 4, 6 
and 8 and, even then, not for all spaces of these dimensions. Our first 
step in the direction mentioned consists in showing that we may restrict 
our considerations to o-norm maximal lattices. The importance of this 
reduction will soon become evident. The necessity of this step is due to 
significant differences in the characteristic-2 theory and the characteristic- 
not-2 theory. 
5A. Reduction to the o-Norm Maximal Case 
Let L be a lattice on the nondefective space V over the function field F. 
By scaling the space if necessary we may assume that nL C o. Say nL = 2l. 
By Section 2C there is an o-norm maximal lattice e on V with L CL. By 
Section 2A there is an integral ideal b with the property that 
%ECL and S%E = VL. 
Now let K E gen L. As above K C J?, where a is o-norm maximal on I’. 
By Section 4C, a E gen z. Hence 
SZZ_CK and 232vl?- = UK. 
Let us suppose for the moment that we are able to prove that the number 
of classes, h(E), in gene are finite. Since each class contains at most two 
proper classes this would show that the number of proper classes in gen E 
is also finite. 
Select distinct class representatives & , i = I,..., r of gent, r = the 
number of classes in gen 2. 
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Now for each i, 1 < i < r there are only a finite numberj(i) of lattices 
between !BEi and& . Denote these by&if, 1 < j <j(i) < CO. 
Now let K E gen L. As above K C I?, where I? E gen E and 2338 C K C If. 
Then R go zi for some i, 1 < i < r. Hence 23x =0 23Li and so a(K) = zij 
for some j, 1 < j <j(i). Hence the number of classes in gen L is finite if 
the number of classes in gene is finite [i.e., h(L) is finite if h(Z) is finite]. 
Thus we may restrict our attention to o-norm maximal lattices. We state 
this as 
5.1. Let L be a lattice on the nondefective space over the function 
field F. Suppose that nL C o. Let J? be an o-norm maximal lattice on V. If 
there are only a finite number of classes in gen 1 then there are only a finite 
number of classes in gen L, i.e., tf h(L) isJinite then h(L) is finite. 
5B. The Main Theorem about h 
In order to facilitate the proof of the main theorem concerning the 
finiteness of h (in “most” cases) we state the following. 
5.2. Let L be an o-norm maximal lattice on the nondefective quadratic 
space over the function field F. Suppose that L has a splitting L = L, 1 L, , 
where the number of classes in gen L, and gen Lz is Jinite. If every lattice 
Kin gen L has a splitting K = KI 1 K, , where FKi g FLi , 1 < i < 2 then 
the number of classes in gen L isfinite, i.e. h(L) isjnite. 
Proof. Let Llk and Lzi be a complete set of class representatives of 
gen L, and gen L, , respectively. Let K be any lattice in gen L and let 
K = KI 1 Kz be the splitting of K described in the hypothesis. Say 
FK, zu* FLi . Let c = a, _L o, . Then u E O(V) and OK is o-norm maximal 
on V. Hence UK E gen L. But UK = u,K, J- uzKz and oiK* is o-norm 
maximal on FL, . Hence oiKi E gen Li , i = 1,2. Thus u,K, z Llk and 
uzKz E Lzj for some k and j. Thus u,KI 1 uzKz E L,, I Lzi or 
UK E LII, 1 Lzj . Thus Kg L,, 1 Lzj . Since there are only a finite 
number of such combinations we are done (note we do not claim that all 
combinations L,, _L L,, are in gen L or, equivalently, are o-norm 
maximal). Q.E.D. 
Before proceeding to the main theorem of this paragraph we must 
provide additional machinery. In particular we need the counting number 
N(a) for the fractional ideal 2l. This number is defined as follows: express 
% in its unique factorization 
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where p is used for the spot p as well as the prime ideal which it determines 
in D. Let Np be the cardinality ofP, . Then 
N(a) = n (NJ”? 
vos 
Properties of N are given in Section 33C of [3]. Among these we have 
1 
N(ao)= gs lcqv 
-=v~ms~a:Iv for LYEI? 
We write N(a) for N(czo) 01 EP. 
5.3. Let L be a lattice on the abstract vector space V over the function 
field F. Let v be a nonsingular linear transformation of V into V such that 
C&L) C L. Then (L : v(L)) = N(det y). 
Proof. 103.1 of [3] remains valid if the characteristic of F is 2. This is 
that result. 
5.4. There is a positive constant y which depends only on F and S and 
which has the following property: given any n x n matrix (ai& with aii E F, 
1 < i, j < n and det(a,j) E u there are elements [I ,..., 4, in o, not all zero, 
such that 
I ai151 + *** + aidCn Iv d y PEQ-S, 1 <i .<n. 
Proof. This is 103.2 of [3]. The proof given there is valid in our case 
as well. Q.E.D. 
5.5. Let V be a nondefective quadratic space over the function jield F. 
Let 6 be a given fractional ideal. Then there is a finite subset @ of fi such 
that Q(L) n @ # 4 f or every lattice L on V which satis$es nL C o and 
VLZK 
Proof. Since nL _C o we have SL C o for all lattices L under consi- 
deration. Hence 6 _C vL C o for such lattices. Since there are only a finite 
number of ideals between 0: and o we may assume that all of our lattices L 
satisfy VL = CK and nL C o. 
First we assume that V is isotropic. Let L be a lattice of the type 
considered; then L ZE, where E is o-norm maximal by Section 2C. By 
Section 2A, 6 = 9X2%$ where 23 is the volume of E and ‘?I is an integral 
ideal with the property that a CL. Since the volume of all o-norm 
maximal lattices on V is the same, namely 8, the ideal 9I will be the same 
for all lattices of the type considered. 
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Let IX E ‘8, OL # 0. Then z C ‘9X-lL C cclL. Hence it is enough n to produce 
a fl E Q(M) for any o-norm maximal lattice M on V. 
Let ‘$I1 ,..., 91k be a complete set of representatives of the ideal class 
group of Fat S, and let y be a nonzero element in 
By 2.13, A4 is split by ‘U,e + rU;lf, where B(e,f) = 1 and Q(e) = 
Q(f) = 0. But ye + ~JE 2&e + ‘9I;lfand Q(re + #) = y2. So y2 is the 
desired element. 
Now we assume that V is anisotropic. Multiplying the 21i by nonzero 
constants does not alter the fact that the resulting ideals are distinct coset 
representatives of the ideal class group of F at S. Hence we may assume that 
!21i 2 o for each i. 
By 81.5 of [3] every lattice L on V has the form 
L = qxl + 0x2 + *.* + ox, ) 
where x1 ,.,., x, is a base for V. It therefore is enough to prove that given 
a fractional ideal 9 with D 1 o there is a finite subset @ of P such that 
Q(L) n @ # 4 for any latice on V with nL C o, CC = VL and 
L = Bx, + 0x2 + *** + ox, 
for some base x1 ,..., x, of K 
Let K be of this type say, 
K = Bz, + oz2 + ..e + oz,, . 
Fix K and the base zr ,..., z, . 
Let L be a lattice of the type under consideration. So 
2, I o, nL C o, VL = 6 and x1 ,..., x, is some base of V. 
Let i be an idele with i, = 1 if p E S and 
I i, Ip 2 y2 m&l Q(zJl, , I Wz, , z&> for all p E G - S, 
y being the constant of 5.4. The idele i bounds just a finite set of field 
elements by 33.4 of [3]. Hence it is enough to show that every lattice L 
of the type considered represents at least one of the nonzero elements 
bounded by i. 
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Let y : V -+ I/ be the nonsingular linear transformation defined by 
ql(Zj) = xj , 1 < j < n. Thus F’K = L. Put xj = v(zj) = x:i aijzi , 
aij E F. Now uL = IDV(x, ,..., XJ and UK = B2d(z, ,..., z,). Moreover 
4x, v..., x,) = det(aij)2 . d(z, ,..., z,). Since VL = (5. = UK we have 
det(aiJ E W. 
By 5.4, we can find & ,..., e, in o, not all zero, such that 
for all p ED - S and 1 < i < n. 
Putz=.$,z,+..*+5 ,z, # 0. Then Q(y(z)) # 0 since q~ is nonsingular 
and V is anisotropic. Since z E K, q(z) EL. Hence Q(y(z)) E o. Thus 
1 Q(y(z))l, < 1 for all p E S. But we also have T(Z) = xi nizi , where 
ni=Cjaij~iandIni),~yforp~SZ--S,l <i<n. 
AtpEG’--, 
I Q(d4lp = j Q (;wi)~, < 95~ b2 I QWp 9 y2 I Wi 3 z&J , 
= y2 my {I QM, , I Nzi 9 G>I p>. 
Thus Q(q$z)) is bounded by i and is nonzero. Q.E.D. 
We now state and prove the main theorem about the number of classes 
in the genus of a lattice. 
5.6 Let V be a nondefective space over the function field F. Let L be a 
lattice on V. Then the number of classes in the genus of L is finite except 
possibly when 
(1) V is quaternary anisotropic; 
(2) V is of dimension 6 and the Witt index of V is 1; 
(3) V is of dimension 8, the Witt index is 2 and o is not a principaE 
ideal domain. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that nL C o. By 5.1 
we may assume that L is o-norm maximal. We now do some special cases 
and apply 5.2 to get the final result. These cases are (a) dim V = 2, 
(b) dim V is 8 and o is a principal ideal domain and (c) dim I/ is 10. 
(a) We first comment that the isotropic case follows from 2.11 after 
observing that the coefficients of the isotropic vectors can be selected 
from a complete set of distinct coset representatives of the ideal class group 
of F at S. However our proof will include the isotropic case. The reader 
will note that the o-norm maximality is not used in (a). 
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Let nL = 2I and sL = b C 2I C o. Then every lattice in gen L has norm 
(UL and scale b. Since V is nondefective and binary, all lattices on V are 
B modular. Hence UK = B2 for K E gen L. 
By 5.5 there is a finite subset @ of 8 such that Q(K) n @ # C$ for all 
K E gen L. We may assume @ C o. Let 01 E @. It is enough to show that 
the set 9 of lattices in gen L which represent cy. fall into a finite number of 
classes. Now for K E 9 let xk: E K with Q(xJ = 01. Let x be a fixed such xlc . 
Let K be any lattice in 9’. If x E K choose xK = x. If x $ K we choose some 
xK E K as above. Since iy. # 0 we have x $ FxK . Since I/ is nondefective 
B(x, xK) # 0. But Q(x + xK) = B(x, xK) and so T,+~~ is meaningful 
Now T,+zK(xK) = x. Thus T,+,~ (K) is a lattice in the class of K and it 
contains x. This allows us to assume that xK = x for all K E 2’. 
By this assumption and 2.7 we may write 
where B(x, yK) = I. 
Since x E K we have o C 0. But E is bounded above as well, since 
CC2Q(x) C nK = ‘IX. 
Hence there are only a finite number of choices for 6, the coefficient of 
x in K. This allows us to assume that each K in 9 has coefficient of x in 
K = 6, fixed where o C 6. 
Using the above adaption it is easy to show that Q(x), Q(vK) and 
Q(x) . Q(yK) are contained in % = 6223-2 3 o for any K E 2’. Since 01 E o 
we may form the additive group ~/Eo. By 33.2 of (3) this is a finite group. 
Let {d,}icl be a complete set of coset representatives of a/so. 
Now fix il- E 52’. So Z? = 6x + K-ldyg . Let 
Kj = Csx + C-923 (+ x + yg). 
Clearly & is on V and sKj = 8. At the moment we claim nothing further 
about Kj . 
Let K be any lattice in 9. Thus K = (sx + (s-%\y, . 
Since K and a are on V we have Q(x) Q( yK) + Q(X) Q( ya) = d2 + d E ID. 
Moreover d E 9 by the Principle of Domination and Dedekind ideal 
theory. 
Thusd=dimodcwoforsomejord=di+&forflEo. 
Let M = Ox + E-%(/lx + yK). The claim is that 
M~Kj=(5x+CS-‘B(~x+y~). 
This is clearly the case if Q(/3x + yK) = Q((dj/a) x + yf). 
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But 
Q(x) Q(YK) + Q(x) Q(YR) = d2 + d = di2 + ($3” + 4. 
Since Q(x) = c1 # 0 we have 
Q(YK) + Q(YE> = $- + 2 + a/3* + /3 or 
Q(YK) + 43” + S = Q(YR) + z + 2 or 
Q(j3x + yK) = Q (-$- x + yf) as desired. 
Now 1 claim A4 = K, i.e., (Ix + ~-%(/3x + yK) = 6:~ + (J;-%y, . 
Now A4 is clearly contained in (Xx + (!-%/3x + &-l23y,. But E-l, 23 and 
/IO are integral ideals. Hence ~+I.3 C 6 thus M C K. 
Equality is obtained by observing that the change of base matrix from 
(x, yK} to {x, /3x + yK} has determinant 1. Hence K = M by 81.8 of [3]. 
Now we see what results we can obtain from (a) and our previous work. 
Let V be either a hyperbolic space or a space which of the form 
V = P J- II, where P is an anisotropic plane and H is a hyperbolic 
space. Let L be an o-norm maximal lattice on V. Then (a), 2.13 and 5.2 
show that the number of classes in gen L is finite. Hence by our reduction 
step and the usual scaling remarks the number of classes in the genus 
of any lattice on such a space is finite. 
(b) Now we assume that dim V = 8 and o is a principal ideal 
domain. Thus the Witt index is at least 2. By part (a) and the remarks 
following we may assume it is exactly 2. By 2.9, nL = sL = o and by 2.13 
we may write 
L = Hl I H2 -I- M, 
where Hi g (OlO), in ei , fi , 1 < i < 2 and M is o-norm maximal on a 
quaternary anisotropic space. By localizing M and applying 3.2 we have 
sM = o. Now we apply 2.3 to get M = Ml I M, where Ml g (db), 
in x, , y1 and a E o, b E o. 
Rewrite as L = HI I Ml I H, 1 M2. 
Similarly K = H3 I H4 I N, where Hi z (OlO), in ei ,fi , 3 < i < 4. 
Since a and b are in o, the lattice 
& = oh, + f3) + oh + be4 +h) is C& I ff, . 
Clearly & is o modular and so it splits H3 1 H4 by 2.6. Now KI s (db), 
in the above base. 
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Say KI I K, = H3 1 H4. 
Thus K = KI 1 K, 1 N, and since K2 I N splits K it is o-norm 
maximal of dim 6. Now apply 2.13 to KZ J- N to get 
K, -L N = Hs I R, 
where H5 E (OlO), . 
Rewriting, 
K = Kl 1 H5 1 R. 
But KI s MI and H5 E HI so by Witt’s theorem FR s FHg I FM2. 
Now we apply the consequences of (a) and 5.2 to get the desired result. 
Now suppose that dim V > 10, that o is a principal ideal domain and 
that L is an o-norm maximal lattice on V. The exact same argument as 
used above will show that the number of classes in gen L is finite since 
we may split off lattices of type (Olo), from L until we have 
L = L, 1 H, 
where His a sum of so many of the lattices of type (OlO), and L1 is %dimen- 
sional, o-norm maximal. Similarly for any K E gen L. Now apply the conse- 
quences of (a), (b) and 5.2. 
(c) Now we assume that dim V = 10 and L is o-norm maximal on 
V. By 2.13 each lattice in gen L is split by a lattice of type (OlO), I (OlO), . 
This and the method of proof of (b) shows that the number of classes in 
gen L is finite. The case dim V > 12 is handled as was dim V 3 10 in (b). 
Q.E.D. 
We conclude this paragraph by making some observations about the 
possible exceptions in 5.6. The reader will note that in each of the 
exceptional cases the underlying spaces contain a quaternary anisotropic 
subspace whose orthogonal complement is zero space or a hyperbolic 
space of four or six dimensions. Thus previous results show that we would 
have no exceptions to 5.6, if we could show that the number of classes 
in the genus of an o-norm maximal lattice on a quatemary anisotropic 
space were finite. However such lattices seem to be very difficult to handle. 
For example let L be such a lattice on V’. By 2.3, L has a splitting into 
binary lattices L = L, 1 L, and 3.2, sL, = o. However if K E gen L the 
same splitting of K as Kl 1 K2 is not very helpful since the lattices Kl 
and L, need not span isometric spaces. Thus a reduction to the binary 
case in this fashion is precluded. 
Now modular lattices on quaternary anisotropic spaces are a bit nicer 
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due to 2.7. Moreover by 5.5 and a step analogous to that used in 5.6 (a) 
we can restrict our consideration to a set Y of lattices in the genus of an 
‘%-modular lattice L where nL C o and each K E 9 contains an x with 
Q(x) = 01 E o, (Y # 0. Rather we should say that we can so restrict our 
considerations in the quaternary anisotropic case provided it is sufficient 
to establish the result in the modular case. This is the case in all dimensions 
and we briefly sketch why. The basic idea is the same as the reduction to 
the norm maximal case but we must work a bit harder at one point. 
Namely if L is a lattice on V and sL = 9I then L is contained in an 
%-modular lattice z on V. Similarly for K E gen L. However the R chosen 
to be 9I modular and containing K must be chosen with care if we are to 
have R E gen z. Namely choose an ‘$I modular lattice R on Y with K C I?, 
“change” its localization &, at a finite number of p E S and apply 81.14 of 
[3] to get a k on V with the desired properties. 
So now let L be an ‘%-modular lattice on V a quaternary anisotropic 
space. We may assume that nL Co. Let 9’ be as described above. 
Then every lattice K E 9 has a splitting K = Kl 1. K, , where 
Kl = Cx + C1%yK . Moreover there are only a finite number of choices 
for the coefficient of x in K so we may assume it is the same 6 for all K 
in 9. We could reduce our problem to the binary case and hence be done 
if we knew that, up to isometry, there were only a finite number of planes 
of the type Fx + Fy;( , yK as above. Since all these planes represent 01 # 0 
this would be the case if F/p(F) or %/&CD) or o/&o) were finite groups, 
where a is a fractional ideal. Unfortunately this is not the case (even if 
0 is principal). 
Once again the basic stumbling block seems to be the inability to 
orthogonally split off an anisotropic line from a nondefective space-a 
difficulty which is peculiar to the characteristic-2 theory of quadratic forms. 
5C. The Finiteness of g 
In this paragraph we show that the number g+, of proper spinor genera 
in the genus of a lattice on a nondefective quadratic space over a function 
field, is finite, This then shows that the number g of spinor genera in a 
genus of such a lattice is finite. As mentioned in the preface this would be 
unnecessary if it were not for the exceptions in 5.6. Indeed we already 
know that g and g+ are finite except for these three exceptional cases. 
Nonetheless we give a unified treatment. 
As in Section 5B we rely heavily on the theory of maximal lattices. 
We extend the idele concept to the orthogonal group in the following 
manner. Let lJIDCR 0+( VP) be the direct product of all the local orthogonal 
grow. If C E Ilpes) O+<Q we use & to denote its p-th coordinate. 
Let JV = E E I’lpsn O+(V$[ II& 11 = 1 for almost all p in Sz}. 
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Then Jr IS a subgroup of nPEo O+( VP) called the group of split rotations. 
It is well defined since I/ /( = (I jj’ at almost all p. 
Let Jr’ = (C E Jy I& E 0’( VP) Vp E Q}. Then Jyl is a subgroup of 
Jy containing the commutator subgroup of Jy . In particular Jy’ is normal 
in Jy and Jy/Jy’ is abelian. 
Let u E O+(V). Then u defines a split rotation (u) = (u,), where up is the 
localization of u at p. Such a (u) is called a principai split rotation. The 
set of all principal split rotations forms a subgroup Py of Jy and is called 
the group of principal split rotations. 
If D is the subgroup &O+(V)) of P then PD denotes the image of D in 
PF under the natural isomorphism. 
5.7. EXAMPLE. Let n > 4, then e(O+(V)) = &by 4.6. Hence P, = PF . 
By 33.14 of [3] (JF : PFJFS) = h@) and this is finite. Hence (JF : PDJpS) 
is finite. By 33.14 (a) there is a Dedekind set of spots S, consisting of 
almost ail spots on F such that JF = PDJFS whenever S C S, . 
Now let L, K ,... be lattices on V. Let JL = (I: E Jv ( C, E O+(L,)Vp E A’>. 
Then JL is a subgroup of Jy and we have the diagram 
o+(L) - Pvn Jt. 
Let JFL = (i E JF 1 i, E B(O+(L,)) Vp E S}. Then JFL is a subgroup of Jp . 
If Z E Jv and L is a lattice on V then CL denotes the unique lattice on V 
whose definining relations are (2YL)p = Z&,, at all p ES. If u E O+( V) 
then UL = (u)L and JL is (2 E Jv I2L = L). 
The genus may be defined in terms of split rotations, namely, 
KEgenLiffK=ZL for ZeJv. 
Similarly 
KEspnLiffK=uZL for u EO(fl, ZE J;. 
KEspn+LiffK= uZL for 0 E O+(V), .ZEJ{ 
iffK=AZL for A E Py, CE J;. 
5.8. EXAMPLE. Cspn L = spn EL and &pn+ L = spn+ EL for any 
ZE Jy. 
5.9. g+(L) = (JF : PDJFL) = (JF : P,JpL) if n > 4. 
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Proof. If n 3 4, V is universal so that second equation is valid. As in 
the proof of 102.7 in [3] we can show that the group generated by JyI, PY , 
and JL is equal to Jy’PyJL and it is a normal subgroup of Jy . In light of 
our previous results the proof of the equation (Jy : Jy’PVJL) = g+(L) as 
given in 102.7 of [3] remains valid in our case. 
Now we show that JV/Jy)PyJL is isomorphic to JF/PDJFL. 
Let ZEJ~. Then .Z+,Jp = L, at almost all p. Hence the set of p at 
which ZpLp = L, , nL, = sL, = oP , L, is +-modular and F, # Fz , 
consists of almost all p. 
Thus 6(ZP) = upFpz at almost all p by 3.10 (2). We can therefore choose 
an idele i in JF with i, E e(Z,,) for all p in 9. 
If j is another idele associated with .Z in this fashion then i E j . JF2 
by definition of 0. 
But JF2 _C JFL C P,JFL and hence the natural images of i and j in 
JF/PDJFL are equal. Thus we have a well-defined map 
Clearly Q, is a homomorphism. 
Now we show that @ is surjective. 
Let i E JF . We must tind Z E Jy with i, E &ZtJ at all p in 52. By definition 
of JFL we may assume that i, = 1 at all p in G - S. We define Z;, to be 
identity on VP at all p in Sz - S. 
Since n > 4, we have e(O+( VP)) ,= pP at all p. Invoking 3.10 (2) as we 
did above we have 8(0+(&J) = uflP2 at almost all p in S. Hence we may 
choose ZP E Of (VP) at each p in S with almost all ZP E O+(L,) such that 
i, E S(&) for all p in S. Then II ZP /JP = 1 for almost all p in S and hence 
.Z E Jy . Then @.Z’ is the natural image of i in JFIPDJFL. 
It is clear that Jy , P y and JL are in the kernel of @ and hence J,‘P “JL 
is in the kernel of @. The proof that JV’PVJr is the kernel of @ is straight- 
forward and will be omitted. Q.E.D. 
5.9 (a). g+(L) = (Jy : Jy’PyJL) and g+(L) divides (JF : PDJpL) if 
n 2 2. 
Proof. In the proof of 5.9 the assumption n 2 4 is not used in proving 
that g+(L) = (Jy : Jy’PVJL). The assumption n 2 4 is used in invoking 
3.10 (2) and in establishing surjectivity. If n = 2 the use of 3.10 (2) may be 
replaced by 3.10 (3). Thus n > 4 is needed only for surjectivity. Q.E.D. 
5.10. Suppose that the Dedekind set of spots satisfies the equation 
JF = P,JFs. Let L be a nondefective o(S) lattice and suppose that 
B(O+(L,)) 2 ul, at all p in S. Then spn+ L = gen L. 
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Proof. Since 6(O+(L,)) 2 up at all p in S we have JFs _C J#. Thus 
JF = PDJrs C PoJ/. Hence g+(L) = 1. Q.E.D. 
5.11. Let L be a lattice with L, either norm maximal or modular at all 
p in S. If dim L > 4 then g+(L) < hF(S). Hence g+(L) and g(L) are finite. 
Proof. By either 3.10 (1) or 3.7 we have BO+(L,) >_ up at all p in S. 
Hence JFs C JFL. Since n 3 4 P, = P, and (JF : PDJFL) = (JF : PFJFL). 
Since PFJFs C PrJFL we have 
g+(L) = (Jr : PDJFL) < (JF : PFJrs) = hF(S). Q.E.D. 
5.12. Let L be a lattice on the nondefective space V over the fur&on 
field F. Then the number of proper spinor genera in gen L is finite. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that nL C o. As 
shown in Section 5A we have K C i?, where I? is o-norm maximal, K is any 
lattice in gen L and NK C K for some integral ideal. 
By 5.6 and 5.11 there are only a finite number of proper spinor genera 
in genZ. Let Z, ,..., z, be a representative set of the proper spinor genera 
in genE. For each i, 1 < i < r let zi,3 be the finite number of lattices 
between ‘X& and & . 
Now let K E gen L and choose I? as above. Then I? E gen 1 and hence 
I? E spn+ & for some I < r. Thus I& = (J~Z+& at all p E S, o,, E 0+( VP) 
and 2 E O+(V). 
But %,I?P = ‘upaPCt&, = ap&&&, , and so ‘%i? E spn+ 9& . 
A local argument then shows that K E spnf Eij for some j. Q.E.D. 
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